I motion to add the bylaw that unicorns are the graduate school mascot

(Someone seconds the motion.)

The main motion up for debate,

You choose to make and amendment: you say -
"I motion to amend this bylaw to include fairies as an additional mascot."

(Someone seconds the motion.)

Your amendment is now up for debate: A member calls an end to the debate on your amendment, they say -
"I move to call to question (vote) on the amendment."

(Someone seconds the motion.)

The GA votes and...

The motion to include your amendment passes!

BUT, even though your amendment passes, the main motion remains up for debate.

To end debate on the main motion you say -
"I move to call to previous question."

(Someone seconds the motion.)

The GA votes and...

The main motion to add the bylaw that unicorns are the graduate school mascot along with the amendment to include fairies passes!

CONGRATS YOU HAVE COMPLETED A MOTION!!